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Abstract In July 1979, the SundayMirror published an article with the headline: “HOS-
PITALS AT CRISIS POINT: Jobs and beds to go in cash curbs.” In this article we
explore the role of hospital beds in such public discussions of “crisis” within the
British National Health Service (NHS). In the 1970s, the media and politicians paid
increasing attention to bed numbers as an indicator of resource scarcity within the
NHS. While this in part reflected a genuine trend, it was also a powerful narrative
device. The hospital bed has become a cipher for NHS resourcing and resilience, but
throughout the twentieth century, there has been a tension between stories of declining
bed numbers as a sign of “crisis,” and declining bed numbers as a marker of more effi-
cient, high-quality healthcare. This article will show that the hospital bed was an
extremely important political device because it was imbued with rich social and cultural
symbolism, and that stories of declining bed numbers were not as straightforward as
they first appear. While discussions in the public sphere tended to focus on bed
numbers and waiting times, discussions in the healthcare sector and among policy-
makers attended to what beds could—and should—do for both patients and staff.
Public rhetoric about decline was less about the object itself, and more about the role
of the hospital bed as a symbol of care and as a politically pertinent shorthand for the
health of the NHS as an institution.

INTRODUCTION

In a 1994 Guardian article entitled “Lie Back and Think of Efficiency,” then Labour
MP for Dulwich Tessa Jowell quoted a letter she had received from one of her con-
stituents, a London hospital consultant. He wrote, “[t]here have been two patients
waiting in the casualty since Monday afternoon, that is for 40 hours, waiting for
beds to become free in the hospital.”1 In response, she visited five of the major casu-
alty departments in London, none of which apparently had any beds available. At one
site, an unconscious man was cared for on a mattress on the floor. Jowell leveraged
this description of sick people “suffering private pain so publicly” into an attack on
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her political rivals, calling it a “calculated result of Government policy.” She also con-
trasted it with the “old days,”when there were more beds—some of which were even
empty—and people were not “stacked in hospital corridors.”2 Quantity of, and access
to, hospital beds was, according to Jowell, a measure of NHS quality and a metric of
good care. In her narrative, the bed became a political tool, one easily wielded against
political foes, and a cipher for crisis and decay in the health service. This identity,
however, had only emerged over time. Indeed, throughout the lifespan of the
NHS and before, the hospital bed has meant many things. At various points, it
has been made into a symbol of homeliness, hygiene, high technology, efficiency,
standardization, inequality, abuse, and crisis.

These various meanings have been layered, co-existing rather than replacing one
another, being deployed by different parties, for different ends.3 As historian Rob
Boddice says about objects, “[t]here is nothing intrinsically meaningful in any
object, but the way in which an object is constructed in a space, placed into a narra-
tive, associated with something beyond itself, and with past experiences, all endow
said object with meaning.”4 In this article, we interrogate this process of meaning-
making for the NHS hospital bed. We argue that the hospital bed was always
more than just a piece of furniture; it existed conceptually, and materially, in relation
to a range of people, objects, social relations, political contexts, and more.5 To do so,
we make a distinction between the numerical bed, which is something of a political
and media abstraction, and the material bed as object. These are only two of the many
competing notions of what the bed is and ought to be. Yet, today, it is only the
numerical bed—“how many beds do we have?”—that receives any kind of promi-
nent coverage in political discourse or in the mainstream press.

This popular focus on the numerical bed is a relatively recent phenomenon. In
broad terms, this article supports scholarship that shows that there was a politiciza-
tion of the NHS in the 1970s.6 Examining this politicization via the hospital bed also
supports and advances scholarship that shows “crisis” and “decline” to be construc-
tions.7 This is not to claim that there were not genuine problems in the NHS at this
time, but rather to argue that the language of “crisis” was often a choice that served
particular political or rhetorical functions. There was an alternative narrative avail-
able, in which the bed is examined as a material object, in which declining bed

2 Jowell, “Lie Back and Think of Efficiency.”
3 As Victoria Bates argues in her article on whiteness in NHS hospitals, “The historical story here … is

one of palimpsest or layers of meaning in ongoing dialogue with each other, rather than linear change.”
Victoria Bates, “ColdWhite of Day:White, Colour, andMateriality in the Twentieth-Century British Hos-
pital,” Twentieth-Century British History 34, no. 1 (2023): 1–37.

4 Rob Boddice, The History of Emotions (Manchester, 2018), 345.
5 There are, of course, other beds in hospitals, such as those used by staff and visitors. The hospital bed is

also often used outside of the hospital itself, for example, with an increasing number of people having hos-
pital beds at home as part of their recovery. The “hospital bed” as a particular material and political symbol
of the NHS, though, is typically a bed in a hospital ward that is occupied by a patient who is tended to by
staff. It is therefore this bed on which our analysis focuses.

6 For example, Sally Sheard, “Space, Place, and (Waiting) Time: Reflections on Health Policy and Pol-
itics,” Health Economics, Policy and Law 13, no. 3–4 (2018): 226–50.

7 Martin Powell, “Who Killed the English National Health Service?,” International Journal of Health
Policy Management 4, no. 5 (2015): 267–69, at 267. David Edgerton has critiqued the declinism that
has characterized accounts of Britain’s twentieth-century history. David Edgerton, The Rise and Fall of
the British Nation: A Twentieth-Century History (London, 2018).
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numbers meant more efficient healthcare, greater comfort, or qualitative improve-
ments in care. In showing these alternative narratives, this article aligns with and sig-
nificantly advances a new trend in NHS historiography that goes beyond politics,
economics, and even health to understand the place—and nature—of the NHS as
a cultural construction.8 These two intersecting—but distinct—bed stories show,
to quote Sally Sheard, the value of “understanding the NHS as not a monolith
but as a composite of hundreds of diverse parts.”9 Different versions of the hospital
bed bring some of these “diverse parts” firmly into view for the first time.
There are no existing material or political histories of the NHS bed. This is perhaps

surprising considering its ubiquity, both as an object in the hospital and as a trope of
political and media rhetoric. There is extensive, excellent historiography and interdis-
ciplinary scholarship on the hospital bed or the sickbed as objects in other contexts.10
Some of this work focuses on the bed as a material, sensory, and emotional object,
while other work emphasizes changes to bed design or the meaning of beds. None
of it, though, has yet considered hospital beds in relation to the NHS, nor put the
material history of the bed as object in dialogue with the bed as political and eco-
nomic symbol. Political and economic histories of the NHS are also commonplace,
but they, in turn, tend to function at a “meta” level.11 This article therefore offers new
ways of thinking about hospital beds, as well as histories of the NHS, and its multiple
meanings and multiple chronologies, in modern British history. For scholars of other
places and subjects, this article also shows the value of starting with a narrow focal
point that cuts across other approaches to history, rather than starting with a focus

8 See Jennifer Crane and Jane Hand, eds., Posters, Protests, and Prescriptions: Cultural Histories of the
National Health Service in Britain (Manchester, 2022); Jennifer Crane, “‘Save our NHS’: Activism, Infor-
mation-based Expertise and the ‘New Times’ of the 1980s,”Contemporary British History 33, no. 1 (2019):
52–74; Jack Saunders, “Emotions, Social Practices and the Changing Composition of Class, Race and
Gender in the National Health Service, 1970–79: ‘Lively Discussion Ensued’,” History Workshop
Journal, 88 (2019): 204–28; Andrew Seaton, “Against the ‘Sacred Cow’: NHS Opposition and the Fel-
lowship for Freedom in Medicine, 1948–72,” Twentieth Century British History 26 (2015): 424–49.

9 Sally Sheard, “I’mAfraid There’s No NHS,” in Posters, Protests, and Prescriptions, eds. Crane andHand,
326.

10 Julie Willis, Philip Goad and Cameron Logan, Architecture and the Modern Hospital: Nosokomeion to
Hygeia (London, 2018); Monika Ankele and Benoît Majerus, Material Cultures of Psychiatry (Bielefeld,
2020); A. Bouchet, “Petite histoire du lit d’hôpital,” Ann Chir 53, no. 1 (1999): 81–4; G. Fajardo-
Ortiz and G. Fajardo-Dolci, “Historia de la cama de hospital: Investigación en diversos lugares y
tiempos,” Gac Med Mex 146, no. 3 (May–June 2010): 219–24; M. Keil, “Über eiserne Bettstätten. Zur
Geschichte des Krankenhausbettes (1700–1900),” Hist Hosp 29 (2014–2015): 542–52; Felicity Callard,
“Epidemic Time: Thinking from the Sickbed,” Bulletin of the History of Medicine 94, no. 4 (2020):
727–43; Sjaak van der Geest and Shahaduz Zaman, “‘Look Under the Sheets!’: Fighting With the
Senses in Relation to Defecation and Bodily Care in Hospitals and Care Institutions,” Medical Humani-
ties 47, no. 1 (2021): 103–11; Megan Brien, “An Interior Perspective,” The Polyphony, 21 September
2022; Hannah Newton, “Inside the Sickchamber in Early Modern England: The Experience of Illness
through Six Objects,” The English Historical Review 136, no. 580 (2021): 530–67; Christina Buse,
Daryl Martin and Sarah Nettleton, “Conceptualising ‘Materialities of Care’: Making Visible Mundane
Material Culture in Health and Social Care Contexts,” Sociology of Health & Illness 40, no. 2 (2018):
243–55. Diana Novaceanu also presented on the topic of hospital beds in art at the “Senses in Health/
Care Environments” conference; a summary is available here: https://hospitalsenses.co.uk/day-two/.

11 Martin Gorsky, “The British National Health Service 1948–2008: A Review of the
Historiography,” Social History of Medicine 21, no. 3 (2008): 437–60.
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on, for example, material, political, or social history. Only by putting stories in dia-
logue is it possible to unpick the differences between them.

THE NUMERICAL BED

Concerns about hospital bed shortages were present throughout the NHS’s lifetime
as part of ongoing anxieties over its health, resourcing, and resilience, but comments
about bed shortages became increasingly prevalent and increasingly politicized as the
service aged. This trend was apparent in health service policymaking, in the political
manifestos of the period, and in the press. This first section of this article considers
the history of NHS bed policy, and how this compares with discussions of bed
numbers in political debate, manifestos, and the media. It shows that there was some-
thing of a disjuncture between the goals of policymaking, in which the decline or
redistribution of hospital beds was part of making hospitals more streamlined and
efficient, and other public discussions of bed numbers as a symbol of the NHS in
“crisis.” Despite efforts to disentangle “good care” and “lots of beds,” particularly
by Enoch Powell in the health service’s early years, the two concepts were closely
entwined in culture and politics. Furthermore, now newly reframed as a node in a
system, the “bed” increasingly became a symbol of bottlenecks and inefficiency as
concerns grew about the “blocking” of pathways to recovery. The absence of beds
was thus a marker both of a perceived lack of investment in hospitals, drawing on
long-held ideas about the bed as a symbol of care, and of the shortcomings of the
new NHS as a streamlined, productive, or modern system. We offer, in this
section, a case study to support the idea that the NHS “crisis” was always in part a
constructed one, and show that the hospital bed was a particularly powerful tool
for those who sought to escalate this notion.

In broad terms, the second half of the twentieth century was a period of falling bed
numbers. The free-at-the-point-of-treatment service introduced in 1948 meant that
healthcare was more accessible to a larger proportion of the population than ever
before. On 5 July 1948, the NHS in England and Wales absorbed 1,143 voluntary
hospitals with some 90,000 beds, and 1,545 municipal hospitals with about
390,000 beds (including 190,000 in psychiatric institutions and hospitals for
people with intellectual disabilities).12 There was some limited expansion of bed
numbers, with 418,000 occupied beds in England and Wales by 1958, but the
numbers soon dropped again, with a steady decline from around 1960 that contin-
ued throughout the rest of the century and beyond.13 As Geoffrey Rivett notes,
between 1969 and 1978, there was a 15 percent reduction in the total number of
medical beds in the NHS.14 A report published by The King’s Fund in 2021
found that the total number of NHS hospital beds in England had more than

12 Geoffrey Rivett, “1948–1957: Establishing the National Health Service,” Nuffield Trust https://
www.nuffieldtrust.org.uk/chapter/1948-1957-establishing-the-national-health-service.

13 The National Beds Inquiry (London, 2000), cited in Geoffrey Rivett, “1998–2007: Labour’s Decade”,
Nuffield Trust https://www.nuffieldtrust.org.uk/chapter/1998-2007-labour-s-decade.

14 Geoffrey Rivett, “1968–1977: Rethinking the National Health Service,” Nuffield Trust https://www.
nuffieldtrust.org.uk/chapter/1968-1977-rethinking-the-national-health-service-1#hospital-and-specialist-
services.
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halved over the preceding 30 years, from around 299,000 in 1987/88 to 141,000 in
2019/20.15 This general picture of overall bed decline over the course of the later
decades of the twentieth century of course obscures substantial variation according
to place, specialty, and type of institution. The number of beds dedicated to respira-
tory diseases halved, whereas cardiological beds increased by 50 percent.16 Infectious
disease and general surgical beds also closed, due to the increased use of antibiotics.
In maternity care, home deliveries were declining and by 1968, 80 percent of women
were giving birth in hospital, so the number of maternity beds rose correspond-
ingly.17 In contrast, beds for the inpatient care of people with mental illness
dropped from 157,427 in 1954 to 133,667 in 1969.18 Even with these variations
in mind, the decline in bed numbers is a useful overall starting point for understand-
ing public concern about the issue, particularly as the nuances of different specialties
were also often lost in public discourse.
In the early years of the NHS, there was already some concern about the capacity

of the new system, particularly in the face of a largely absent hospital-building
program. In 1949, doctor and Liberal politician Sir Henry Morris Jones claimed
that before the Health Service Act had come into force, “no hospital in London or
elsewhere refused emergency sick cases.”19 He berated Aneurin Bevan, the Minister
of Health, insisting that “[m]edical men had to be on the telephone for over an hour
every day trying to get sick people into hospital.” The British Medical Journal (BMJ)
confirmed his claims, writing that the “difficulty of getting acute cases into hospital is
being experienced by practitioners throughout the country.”20 Reports about bed
shortages can also be found dotted through the tabloids right from the health ser-
vice’s inception. A Daily Mirror article from 23 December 1948, for example,
declared “Doctor Sent Dying Woman Home: No Bed.”21 At this time, such articles
were relatively unusual, but—alongside the political and medical discussions of bed
numbers—they served to connect hospital bed numbers to the problem of scarcity in
the context of a system that was supposed to serve the entire population.
In 1962, the Conservative Minister of Health Enoch Powell published theHospital

Plan for England and Wales. Significantly, and perhaps surprisingly, this plan did not
seek to increase bed numbers.22 It intended to produce a network of district general
hospitals with 600–800 beds, but aimed specifically for better distribution of beds
and their more efficient use, with an overall decline in NHS bed numbers. As Alistair
Fair has shown, theHospital Planwas just one of several “modernizing plans,” includ-
ing the Robbins Report on higher education (1963), the Buchanan Report on traffic
planning (1963), and the Parker Morris report on the design of housing (1961).
The Hospital Plan also embedded a prevailing commitment to design standardization,

15 “NHS Hospital Bed Numbers: Past, Present, Future,” The King’s Fund, 5 November 2021 https://
www.kingsfund.org.uk/publications/nhs-hospital-bed-numbers.

16 Rivett, “1968–1977.”
17 Rivett, “1968–1977.”
18 Rivett, “1968–1977.”
19 “Medical Notes in Parliament,” British Medical Journal [hereafter BMJ], 16 April 1949, 685.
20 “Delayed Admission to Hospital,” BMJ, 16 April 1949, 532.
21 “Doctor Sent a Dying Woman Home: No Bed,”Daily Mirror, 23 December 1948, 4. Mirror Histor-

ical Archive, 1903–2000.
22 National Health Service, A Hospital Plan for England and Wales. Cmnd 1604 (London, 1962); “The

Hospital Plan,” House of Lords Debates (HL Deb), 14 February 1962, vol 237 cc472-581.
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an ideal also present in other examples of public architecture like schools and social
housing.23 Rational planning was, therefore, the key ideology sustaining Powell’s
plan, not just a straightforward expansion of the hospital service.

As the number of beds declined and media attention to bed numbers grew, there
was very little public recognition that fewer beds were something that policymakers
might choose in pursuit of a more efficient system. Instead, from very early on, a lack
of beds was wielded as evidence of scarcity and a lack of investment. This rhetoric was
encouraged by politicians across the political spectrum, who recognized—and in so
doing reinforced—the symbolic importance of beds to citizens. In 1965, the Daily
Mirror reported, under the heading “LACK OF BEDS COSTS LIVES—MP,”
that the “Tory MP” for Arundel and Shoreham had said that, “people are dying
unnecessarily because of the shortage of hospital beds.”24 In 1966, the same newspa-
per reported that the Labour Health Minister had declared “there should be 1,500
more hospital beds for mothers-to-be by the end of next year.”25 By the mid-
1960s MPs and many Ministers from across the political spectrum emphasized in
public statements that investment in hospital beds—or at least hospital beds for
certain types of patient or service user—was important. This was also evident in
the decade’s political manifestos. The Labour Health Minister’s emphasis on mater-
nity beds had actually been pre-empted in the Conservative Party Manifesto in 1964:
“priority will be given to additional maternity beds, so that every mother who needs
to will be able to have her baby in hospital.”26

While this kind of rhetoric was present in the 1960s, it was relatively sporadic and
muted. In the 1970s, media coverage of hospital bed numbers underwent a signifi-
cant tonal shift. The shortage of hospital beds became a repeated topic of parliamen-
tary debate, a trope of media coverage, and tabloids adopted increasingly dramatic
language, like “crisis” and “axing.” In July 1979, for example, the Sunday Mirror
published an article with the large, capitalized headline: “HOSPITALS AT
CRISIS POINT: Jobs and beds to go in cash curbs.” The article noted that, due
to a funding shortfall, staff and “many” hospital beds were due to be “axed” in a
“huge new crisis” for the health service.27 Similar concerns were articulated across
the political spectrum of the British media. On 12 February 1981, the Daily Mail
published an article with the heading “Facing the axe … 4,000 hospital beds.”28
This article was reporting on a specific policy announcement from the Health Min-
ister in relation to cuts in London, the South East, and the Home Counties.

These changing meanings of the hospital bed took place in the context of what
Sally Sheard identifies as an increasing politicization of the health service, a process

23 Alistair Fair, “‘Modernization of Our Hospital System’: The National Health Service, the Hospital
Plan, and the ‘Harness’ Programme, 1962–77,” Twentieth Century British History 29, no. 4 (2018):
547–75, at 554.

24 “Lack of Beds Costs Lives—MP,” Daily Mirror, 27 October 1965, 21. Mirror Historical Archive,
1903–2000.

25 “More Beds for Mothers Pledge,” Daily Mirror, 10 June 1966, 6. Mirror Historical Archive, 1903–
2000.

26 1964 Conservative Party Manifesto http://www.conservativemanifesto.com/1964/1964-
conservative-manifesto.shtml.

27 “Hospitals at Crisis Point”, Sunday Mirror, 8 July 1979, 4. Mirror Historical Archive, 1903–2000.
28 “Health Service Gets Its Biggest Shake-Up,” 12 February 1981, Daily Mail, 9. Daily Mail Historical

Archive, 1896–2016.
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that began in the 1970s and continued through the 1980s and beyond.29 The hospi-
tal also became increasingly visible in homes from this period: on television, in
books, and in the press.30 It was at this time that new and very public anxieties
emerged about the quantity of hospital beds, their distribution, occupancy, and effi-
ciency. Further, it was then that debates about beds became proxies not just for what
constituted good, “modern” healthcare, but for the state, resilience, and resourcing of
the NHS.
This media rhetoric of “crisis” and growing attention to bed numbers in political

manifestos did not seem to acknowledge that declining bed numbers were the result
of a deliberate policy decision. The only way in which this goal of redistribution and
efficiency had an impact on political and media discussions of the bed “crisis” was in
relation to the apparent problem of “bed-blocking.” This was a product of the idea of
fewer beds as a marker of efficiency: the bed was a node in a system, or part of a flow
chart, and fewer bed numbers only worked as an efficiency measure if the system
flowed freely. Even though people generally were spending less time in hospital
and flowing through the system more rapidly, the idea of “bed-blocking” took
hold at this time. The phrase was first used in parliamentary debates in the late
1970s but was taken up with enthusiasm by the media in the 1980s and 1990s. In
1978, the Labour MP and Under-Secretary of State for Health and Social Security
Eric Deakins drew attention to the fact that the “elderly are major consumers of
the services of the acute specialities.” He highlighted the plight of Bournemouth,
with its “heavy concentration of elderly residents,” and the widespread “deficiencies
in provision of geriatric services and of services for the elderly severely mentally
infirm.” Together, this had resulted in “substantial ‘bed-blocking,’” which was a
“major contributory factor to the district’s long waiting lists for various forms of
surgery.”31 The problem was not, then, that there were not enough beds, but
rather that they were being used in inefficient ways. It is significant, however, that
the focus on these conversations stayed on the bed. The headline term “bed-block-
ing” again implied that bed numbers were the key problem, even when on closer
examination much of the criticism was actually about shortages in social care provi-
sion. The bed was a powerful, catch-all symbol of NHS “crisis.”
This numerical, crisis-stricken version of the hospital bed also rarely considered

other statistics that made sense of declining bed numbers, such as duration of stay
or geographical distribution of beds. For example, as the number of hospital beds
fell, so did length of stay, and the numbers of patients passing through hospitals
increased. Rivett notes that, while numbers of medical beds dropped between
1969 and 1978, the average length of hospital stay also fell from 16 to 11 days.
For surgical patients, the figure declined from 9.7 to 8.2 days, and 22 percent
more medical patients and 10 percent more surgical patients were being

29 Sheard, “Space, Place, and (Waiting) Time.”
30 See Agnes Arnold-Forster, “Racing Pulses: Gender, Professionalism and Health Care in Medical

Romance Fiction,” History Workshop Journal 91, no. 1 (2021): 157–81; Mathew Thomson, “Representa-
tion of the National Health Service in the Arts and Popular Culture,”’ in Posters, Protests, and Prescriptions,
eds. Crane and Hand, 231–54.

31 “Hospital Beds, Bournemouth,” House of Commons Debates (HC Deb), 28 June 1978 vol 952
cc1530-46.
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discharged.32 As noted above, there was also an increase in maternity beds, at the
same time as those for long-stay older patients or mental health patients were cut.
There was an effort to reduce bed surpluses in London in favor of more equitable
access. Questions of equity and the redistribution of hospital beds were also
central to attempts by Labour’s Minister of Health and Social Care Barbara Castle
to abolish the “pay beds” that allowed consultants to do private work in NHS hos-
pitals.33 In the 1970s, then, the policy around NHS beds was primarily one of redis-
tribution, which meant a reduction where beds were perceived as unnecessary but an
increase where there were shortages.

Much of this nuance was lost in the coverage provided by tabloid newspapers,
which were very specific modes of communication that tended to simplify the ques-
tion of NHS bed numbers. Elsewhere at this time, efforts were made to distinguish
between the bed as a site of care and anxiety about bed numbers as a way of accessing
that care. One local hospital gazette, ironically, considering the growing furor around
bed number shortages in the national media, ran a story in March 1975 entitled “Can
we staff these empty beds?,” emphasizing that bed numbers could not be assessed
without appreciating the wider context of staffing.34 This wider context, however,
was often absent from tabloid newspapers’ coverage. In such texts, the quantity of
hospital beds alone came to dominate public discussion about the NHS. In
seeking to communicate “crisis,” bed numbers and waiting times were the most
effective and simple tool. But this focus on numbers flattened a more complex
issue. In fact, greater attention was paid during this time not only to reducing the
amount of time spent in hospital beds, but also to improving the material experience
of hospital beds and care. However, these issues were discussed deep in the pages of
architectural or medical journals rather than in newspapers for public consumption.

This trend continued into the 1980s, when “care in the community” took hold. The
policy is most commonly associated with Conservative Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher, but the premise, problem, and potential of community-based care had
much longer roots, with reducing bed numbers at its center, particularly at large,
long-stay institutions. There is a separate, extensive literature on such policies and
their limited success, and it is not the purpose of this article to assess whether reducing
bed numbers was genuinely “efficient” or made for better quality hospital or psychiat-
ric care.35 It is, however, noteworthy that many politicians advocated a reduction in

32 Rivett, “1968–1977.”
33 This permutation of the debate might have been specific to the 1970s, but as Clifford Williamson has

shown, pay beds had been a source of conflict and tension since the health service’s very inception. Clifford
Williamson, “The Quiet Time? Pay-beds and Private Practice in the National Health Service: 1948–1970,”
Social History of Medicine 28, no. 3 (2015): 576–95. See also Shaul Bar-Haim, Lisa Baraitser and Martin
D. Moore, “The Shadows of Waiting and Care: On Discourses of Waiting in the History of the British
National Health Service,” Wellcome Open Research 8, no. 73 (2023): 1–19.

34 Brighton Hospitals Bulletin, number 76, HB 173/2, The Keep, Brighton.
35 There is also a long history to community care that pre-dates the NHS, and was certainly linked to

Powell’s desire to reduce bed numbers with the 1962 plan, but the agenda and associated deinstitutional-
ization really took off in the 1980s under Margaret Thatcher. On some of the extensive historiography on
this issue, particularly in the history of psychiatry, see Gorsky, “The British National Health Service.” For a
summary of late twentieth-century trends, see Jane Lewis, “The Concepts of Community Care and
Primary Care in the UK: The 1960s to the 1990s,” Health & Social Care in the Community 7, no. 5
(1999): 333–41.
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bed numbers for long-stay patients, while simultaneously highlighting “bed shortages”
and “waiting lists” for acute patients—particularly when politically expedient. Along-
side manifesto promises about investing in new and “larger” hospitals, for example,
the Conservative Party made statements such as, “most people who are ill or frail
would prefer to stay in or near their own homes, rather than live in a hospital or insti-
tution. Helping people to stay in familiar surroundings is the aim of our policy ‘Care in
the Community’” (1983).36 At the same time, politicians across the political spectrum
continued to emphasize the need for greater investment in hospital beds and
the reduction of waiting times. In the mid-1980s, a number of health authorities
closed beds to cope with budget squeezes but were requested to stop as the 1987 elec-
tion loomed. Labour’s Manifesto for this election declared: “The biggest single defi-
ciency in the NHS today is the excessively high hospital waiting lists which, under
the Tories, are increasing year by year. We shall speedily reduce them by computerizing
bed allocation.”37 In 1987, Frank Dobson, Labour’s health spokesman, said, “over the
last year there ha[s] been a new epidemic—an epidemic of hospitals short of beds, an
epidemic of doctors hunting for beds, an epidemic of patients turned away.”38 In 1992,
they moved beyond promises of better use of beds to pledge £25 million to resolve the
“shortage of intensive care beds.”39
Beds—in the form of bed numbers—served a useful political purpose for Labour

in opposition. The left-wing Daily Mirror used its bed statistics and dates carefully to
make political points, for example, emphasizing in 1995 that one in three hospital
beds had been lost “since 1979” when the Conservatives came into power, which
was broadly true, although bed numbers had been in decline for decades.40 The Con-
servatives lost on the NHS political “battleground” when—despite their arguments
about the increasing number of outpatients moving through hospitals—public per-
ception was that beds were no longer being cut for efficiency and therapeutic
reasons, but just to save money.41 Beyond media and political “battlegrounds,” dis-
cussions about bed numbers still emphasized the importance of thinking about redis-
tribution and equality rather than just numbers. In the early 1990s there was also still
a concern that too many hospital beds were concentrated in the capital.42 In 1992,
the Tomlinson report recommended London hospital closures and mergers to
reduce inefficiencies in the city’s health services.43 However, these debates were
largely contained within medical publications such as the BMJ.

36 1983 and 1987 Conservative Party Manifestos http://www.conservativemanifesto.com/1983/
1983-conservative-manifesto.shtml and http://www.conservativemanifesto.com/1987/1987-conservative-
manifesto.shtml.

37 1987 Labour Party Manifesto http://www.labour-party.org.uk/manifestos/1987/1987-labour-
manifesto.shtml.

38 Rivett, “1978–1987: Clinical advance and financial crisis,” Nuffield Trust https://www.nuffieldtrust.
org.uk/chapter/1978-1987-clinical-advance-and-financial-crisis; F. Anderson, “Falling out over NHS
Beds,” Health Service Journal, 15 January 1987, 56.

39 1992 Labour Party Manifesto http://www.labour-party.org.uk/manifestos/1992/1992-labour-
manifesto.shtml.

40 “How the NHS has been Crushed under Conservative Reforms,” Daily Mirror, 8 April 1995,
6. Mirror Historical Archive, 1903–2000.

41 Rivett, “1978–1987.”
42 Brian Jarmon, “Is London Overbedded?,” BMJ 306, no. 6883 (1993): 979–82.
43 “Tomlinson Report Recommends London Closures and Mergers,” BMJ 305 (1992): 1045–6.
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The number of NHS hospital beds continued to decline from the 1990s onward. It
is noteworthy that, while British bed reduction was already happening from a rela-
tively low starting point in comparison to other countries, almost every European
nation witnessed their own decline in bed numbers.44 Despite this, there is often a
sense in newspaper articles that the hospital beds crisis was and remains a uniquely
British phenomenon. The Guardian recently compared NHS figures unfavorably
with those of nearby countries, declaring Britain the “sick man of Europe.”45 Dis-
tinct objects or features of healthcare systems have come to symbolize crisis in differ-
ent countries. While discussions of healthcare scarcity in the United States have
centered on costs and (in)equality, for example, and those in France have often
focused on staffing or geographies of access, in the United Kingdom it is the bed
that has become the primary focus of debate.46

We have demonstrated that there was indeed a decrease in bed numbers over the
course of the late twentieth century, but that it was not automatic that these trends
should be framed in the language of “crisis” or “bed-blocking.” Opposition parties
and tabloid journalists in particular found value in these ways of discussing the
bed, which were more attention-grabbing than policies about bed redistribution or
efficiency: beds being “axed” was a more emotive tool than beds being redistributed.
There were, nevertheless, long-term implications to this kind of rhetoric. The NHS
bed was increasingly politicized and deployed as evidence of the health of—or, con-
versely, the “crisis” in—the system as a whole.

Why was the hospital bed so politically important in relation to the perceived NHS
crisis, particularly as its decline was neither a uniquely British phenomenon nor was it
a new trend when the language of “crisis” picked up in the 1970s? It is worth turning
to the question of “crisis” here, and returning to the 1970s to consider how the bed
functioned in relation to this concept or construction. The bed—when framed in
numerical terms—became a shorthand for the health of the new NHS as a national
system, and this connection was built into political and media discussions from the
start. It was highly successful as a communicative device, particularly in the
context of this new welfare state. This was because it had embedded, long-term asso-
ciations with care, but also—in simple terms—spoke to the need to provide access for
all. The bed problem took hold in the media when the NHS in general was increas-
ingly perceived and framed as a service in “crisis.” As Jennifer Crane and Agnes
Arnold-Forster have both argued, the 1970s also marked the beginning of a new,
emotional relationship between the health service and the British public, as well as
the emergence of a new, deeply politicized, culture of protest around healthcare pro-
vision, resourcing, and access.47

44 For example, see figures on the United States since the 1970s here: https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/
hus/2017/089.pdf and https://apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/handle/10665/107615/WHO-EURO-2004-
654-40389-54118-eng.pdf?sequence=8.

45 TobyHelm, Shanti Das, JonHenley, and Kate Connolly, “SickMan of Europe:Why the Crisis-ridden
NHS is Falling Apart,” The Guardian, 8 January 2023; Christopher Rowland, Dan Keating and Daniel
Gilbert, “Why Parents are Struggling to get Hospital Beds for Kids with Flu and RSV,” Washington
Post, 17 December 2022.

46 Lucy Williamson, “France’s Health System under Pressure of Increasing Demands,” BBC News, 11
January 2023.

47 Agnes Arnold-Forster, “Ordinary People and the 1979 Royal Commission on the NHS,” Twentieth
Century British History 34, no. 2 (June 2023): 275–98 https://doi.org/10.1093/tcbh/hwac043; Jennifer
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The idea of “crisis” has long been recognized as a construction. This is not to deny
some of the real challenges that the NHS faced toward the end of the post-war
period. Following what Rivett calls the “age of optimism” immediately after the
end of the Second World War, the long 1970s has been represented as a dismal
decade characterized by crumbling social democracy and the slow fracture of the
welfare state.48 Rodney Lowe described the mid-1970s as a time of “crisis” marked
by high unemployment, industrial action, and a global recession.49 However, as
Martin Powell points out: “the death of the NHS has been pronounced many
times.”50 Powell is skeptical of such claims: “Like Mark Twain—accounts of its
death have been exaggerated” and the “criterion [for its collapse] is often implicit,
unclear or contestable.”51 By looking through the lens of the bed as a single object
that symbolized this crisis, it is possible both to support and enhance this analysis.
The bed confirms Powell’s notion that crisis is a construction. Indeed, the long
history of the steady decline of hospital bed numbers and the rhetoric of “crisis” did
not neatly align with the crisis that it was apparently describing. While some far-sight-
edjournalists expressed concern over bed numbers in the 1950s and 1960s, fractious
media coverage of the “crisis” began in the 1970s, when the decline was already
well underway. Powell argues that the NHS has been framed as in a state of perpetual
crisis since its inception, but we use the bed to suggest that this particular permutation
of crisis rhetoric emerged in earnest in the late 1970s and early 1980s.
This chronology aligns with that posed by Laura Salisbury et al. in their reflection

on the NHS crisis and waiting for care.52 They argue that, in the early years of the
health service, it was acknowledged that “waiting was sometimes the cost of universal
care.”53 Waiting and accompanying shortages and resource insufficiencies were tol-
erated because people appreciated that they were “now a patient of the NHS …

rather than someone who might never afford health care.”54 Waiting, Salisbury
et al. argue, “had a place as a collective practice within a shared, social project.”55
This changed, however, in the late 1970s and into the 1980s, as the project of the
social democratic welfare state started to collapse, and waiting started to signify
the failure of the system.56
These transformations also shaped the media coverage and political rhetoric

around bed numbers. This coverage might explain, to an extent, why some
thought that bed numbers had declined to crisis point in the late 1970s, but it
does not fully illuminate what this rhetoric was intended to do. Why do people
invoke crisis when discussing the NHS, and specifically when talking about beds?

Crane, “‘Save our NHS’: Activism, Information-based Expertise and the ‘New Times’ of the
1980s,” Contemporary British History 33, no. 1 (2019): 52–74.

48 Geoffrey Rivett, From Cradle to Grave: Fifty Years of the NHS (London, 1998), 279.
49 Rodney Lowe, The Welfare State in Britain Since 1945, 2nd ed. (London, 1999), 1–3.
50 Martin Powell, “Who Killed the English National Health Service?,” International Journal of Health

Policy Management 4, no. 5 (2015): 267–69, at 267.
51 Powell, “Who Killed the English National Health Service?”
52 Laura Salisbury et al., “A Waiting Crisis?,” The Lancet 401, no. 10375 (2023): 428–29.
53 Salisbury et al., “A Waiting Crisis?,” 428.
54 Salisbury et al., “A Waiting Crisis?,” 428.
55 Salisbury et al., “A Waiting Crisis?,” 428.
56 Salisbury et al., “A Waiting Crisis?,” 428.
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Fundamentally, when it comes to beds, the language of crisis is appealing because it is
galvanizing, awareness-raising, and attention-grabbing. It was designed to provoke
action, intervention, change, and reform. It is simple language, intended to make a
simple point. Indeed, the media and many political discussions selectively framed
hospital bed numbers in relation to particular problems (“bed-blocking” and
waiting lists) while ignoring others (efficiencies and redistribution).

Beds were not the only symbol of crisis in this context, but they were a particularly
useful one, in part because bed numbers were such an effective communication
device. In practice, though, bed numbers were never the simple representation of
health service security that they purported to be. Even taking out the contexts of
redistribution, bed numbers always existed in relation to a number of other ques-
tions. For example, bed numbers alone were arguably meaningless outside the
context of how many people they were meant to be serving, how many staff there
were available to treat people in those beds, and other forms of resourcing “the
bed.” As noted above, statistics that simply outlined declining bed numbers rarely
paid attention to such wider issues. In that sense, it is perhaps obvious—but impor-
tant to remember—that numbers themselves were also constructed and carefully
wielded to grab headlines or meet political agendas. Statistics have been shown to
be a particularly compelling communication tool. As one recent study on health jour-
nalism argues, “journalists associate statistics with neutrality, objectivity, and empir-
ical evidence … News coverage that cites statistics is considered to be neutral and
valued over coverage that cites other less empirical sources such as exemplars.”57
While such an attitude to statistics is undoubtedly flawed, it helps to explain why
media reports leaned so heavily on bed numbers to communicate the idea of “crisis.”

The hospital bed thus shows how some of the specific perceived qualities of crisis
were produced, and particularly the role of tabloid newspapers in flattening out the
nuances of a much more complicated picture around NHS hospital provision and
access. This flattening also helps us to understand how “the NHS” was brought
into being as a somewhat abstract and universal entity, just like the “crisis” in
which it has apparently always been in. Finally, this focus on the hospital bed
shows its power as a shorthand for “the NHS” itself because of the ways it implicitly
brought together ideas about care, recovery, efficiency, investment, infrastructure,
and more. As an object that was inherently both emotional and political, the bed
thus offered more than many other symbols of “crisis” for those seeking to commu-
nicate NHS problems.

The problem is that “crisis,” as a call for action, actually often does the opposite.
Rather than making radical change and reform possible, it constrains the range of
potential responses. As Salisbury et al. put it, “there is something intrinsic to the
structure of crisis that makes a crisis-free future hard to produce.”58 Crisis rhetoric
circumscribes the “terms of the problem,” and in doing so, prescribes “which
actions are legitimate to address it.”59 In terms of beds, the language of crisis artic-
ulates the problem in simplistic terms: that there are not enough beds in the NHS.

57 Paul Newly and Gwendelyn Nisbett, “The Numbers Game: How Local Newspapers Used Statistics
and Data Visualizations to Cover the Coronavirus Pandemic,”Howard Journal of Communications 33, no. 3
(2022): 297–313.

58 Salisbury et al., “A Waiting Crisis?,” 429.
59 Salisbury et al., “A Waiting Crisis?,” 429.
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Thus, the only way to respond to this crisis is to say that more beds are needed. This
idea of “crisis” has also changed the meaning of the hospital bed, layering the polit-
ical “crisis” on top of its more medical meanings of humanistic care, technology, and
efficiency. This meant that it was not just difficult to produce a “crisis-free future,”
but that it was impossible to produce a “crisis-free” hospital bed.
Overall “the bed”—as a numerical symbol of “crisis”—became a catch-all stand-in

for the problems facing the NHS. There were plenty of rational arguments for a
reduction, rather than an increase, in bed numbers, suggesting that public rhetoric
about decline was less about the furniture itself and more about the role of the hos-
pital bed as a politically pertinent shorthand for the health of the NHS as an institu-
tion. The idea of a bed shortage, or “blocked” beds, communicated such ideas simply
and concisely. Controlling the narrative around hospital beds, or rather the meaning
and implications of fewer hospital beds, was central to politics because the hospital
bed had for so long been a symbol of the NHS itself and a cipher for the standard
of NHS care. It supported a version of “the” NHS that was an abstract collective
entity, defended by the public and the media across the political spectrum.

THE MATERIAL BED

Discussions in the public sphere tended to focus on bed numbers and waiting times,
but discussions in the healthcare sector and among policymakers focused more on
what beds could and should do for both patients and staff. The idea that fewer,
better-designed beds could mean better care—though of course complicated and
context-dependent—continued to have some traction in design, architecture, and
healthcare circles in the late twentieth century. For many, the hospital bed was not
just an abstract concept to be found on the pages of tabloid newspapers. It was a
material object, which also underwent important changes in the late twentieth
century. Understanding these changes adds even more weight to the argument
that much has been lost in the emphasis on hospital beds as numbers—and that
other stories about the bed can be told. The story of the material bed runs parallel
to, and is interconnected with, that of the apparently crisis-stricken numerical bed,
but has its own chronology and temporality. By paying close attention to the material
bed, it is possible to go beyond the question of “crisis” and access, to think about the
other roles that the bed could play in NHS care. It allows for a political-material story
of the late twentieth century that does not hinge on the 1970s as a key point of trans-
formation, and it provides a route into the history of one of the other, multiple ver-
sions of the NHS that can be overshadowed by NHS politics. It also offers a way for
historians to break free of the cyclical trend (found in historiography, as much as in
history) in which, to quote Salisbury et al., “crisis produces more crisis.”60
The long cultural history of the hospital bed is crucial to understanding its signifi-

cance in the NHS after 1948. As the new NHS faced challenges of infrastructure and
finance, the hospital bed served a crucial function as a symbol of care and of the
system itself. Building on the bed’s long-term symbolism, NHS hospitals could
present a vision of what they thought modern healthcare would, and should, be.

60 Salisbury et al., “A Waiting Crisis?,” 429.
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The bed came to represent a complex constellation of meanings that were specific to
the NHS, and which had built up over time as a number of different, co-existing
aspects of modern healthcare. The NHS should be hygienic, efficient, and technolog-
ical (these three were most often associated with modernity) and it should also be (in
line with long-term ideas about care, and the newer principles of democratic health-
care in the Welfare State) “homely” and “humanistic.”61 Rhetorically, the “humanis-
tic” and “homely”were often situated in opposition to the institutional, modern, and
technologically-advanced hospital. In practice though, as the hospital bed shows, it
was not seen as fundamentally incompatible for a bed to be the site of “humanistic”
care, to feel “homely” and comfortable, and to be an efficient piece of machinery. Bed
design was key to showing that all of these meanings could co-exist in healthcare, and
that efficient technology did not need to come at the expense of care and comfort.
These ideas about what the NHS was, or should be, could sometimes be in
tension, but more often they co-existed, and the bed came materially to embody
all of these ideas.

Although we argue here that this constellation of meanings was a crucial part of the
NHS’s identity, they did not only come into being in 1948. In Architecture and the
Modern Hospital, Julie Willis, Philip Goad and Cameron Logan provide an excellent
overview of trends in modern hospital beds, in a chapter called “Everyone’s Own
Healing Machine.” This chapter shows that the NHS inherited co-existing ideas
about modern healthcare—as efficient, high-technology, humanistic, and homely—
that had built up over the course of at least a century.62 The NHS certainly added
new layers of meaning to the bed, particularly the idea of it as a site of negotiation
of patients’ rights that was part of “humanization,” but it should not be seen as a dra-
matic turning point or departure. In this regard, the material bed allows for a differ-
ent way of thinking about change over time, compared with a more traditional
political or social NHS history. It shows how the hospital bed, as an object
imbued with meaning accrued over time, was an agent in the making of the NHS
hospital. NHS hospital staff, charitable organizations, designers, and architects
then responded to and built on these meanings, for example, by redesigning the hos-
pital bed and the layout of wards, as part of seeking to consolidate a particular vision
of NHS care. This version of “the NHS” involved gradually moving toward fewer,
better beds, in smaller wards, as part of the vision of efficient and caring healthcare.
This material bed—and its temporalities—differed from the “numerical bed”

61 This article uses both “homely” and “humanistic.” Although the two concepts overlapped, they were
not synonymous. All “homely” hospital design was seen as “humanistic,” but not all “humanistic” design
was “homely”; other forms of “humanistic” intervention, for example, included the introduction of the
natural world into hospital design, as a counterbalance to high-technology healthcare. “Homely” hospital
design had a long history, but it took on new significance in the post-war period under the NHS as part of a
growing concern about the “dehumanization” of modern healthcare. “Dehumanization” is also used
throughout this article to refer to instances in which patients were thought to lose their identity or
power; again, this is not the opposite of “homely.” Humanization and dehumanization are perhaps
better thought of as umbrella terms for healthcare and design principles, while “homely” is a specific
design intervention that sought to “humanize” spaces. On the history and meanings of “humanization,”
see Victoria Bates, “‘Humanizing’ Healthcare Environments: Architecture, Art and Design in Modern
Hospitals,” Design for Health 2, no. 1 (2018): 5–19.

62 Willis, Goad and Logan, Architecture and the Modern Hospital.
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discussed above, which emerged as a new phenomenon in the late twentieth century
as part of public conversations about the NHS in crisis.
Entering the NHS in 1948, the hospital bed was a complex material symbol.

Although Willis, Goad and Logan argue that the bed “as technology” came to
replace older meanings, it is perhaps more useful to think of these developments as
the building up of many co-existing layers of meaning. Entering the new healthcare
system, the hospital bed carried all of these meanings: care, hygiene, homeliness,
modernity, and technology. At this point, it did not yet carry the meaning of
“crisis.” The bed as material object and site of care thus encapsulated the NHS
itself. It is perhaps no surprise that the hospital bed, then, became a renewed focus
for conversations about the modern hospital and modern healthcare. At the very
beginning of the NHS, articles started to appear in medical journals about the prin-
ciples of care in large institutions. The hospital bed became a symbol of the need for
balance between efficiency and modernity, and care and humanity.63 It needed to be
more than a place to “lie” or “occupy” to achieve its status as a place of care. In
November 1948, for example, one Lancet article “by a patient” observed that:

I could not help comparing the efficiency of a great hospital at work with its compara-
tive neglect of human needs…Nobody seemed to know that a patient, on arrival, needs
more than a bed to lie in and a case for her clothes.64

Such articles emphasized that the bed could be a dehumanizing or inhumane place if
it was poorly designed, or if the staff did not bring it into being as a space of care. The
bed always existed in relation to ideas about the staffing, skills, and attitudes of the
staff who looked after patients or service users. In 1953, another Lancet article
noted that “The Central Health Services Council [CHSC] … warn all who work
in hospitals of the danger of thinking of patients as ‘cases,’ and identifying them as
—for instance—‘the duodenal in the first bed on the left’” and complained about
“the practice, still strangely prevalent, of discussing the patient’s more alarming
symptoms, across his bed, with a class of students.”65 The bed was never conceptu-
alized as an object that could care in its own right, but rather as a material part of a
web of relations. Changing the bed itself was one part of starting a conversation
about these relations in general and seeking to shift some of the power dynamics
of the new—apparently more democratic—healthcare system.
From the very start of the NHS there had been a turn against the idea of Night-

ingale wards as the ideal layout (where the patient became an impersonal “bed
3”). The Nuffield Trust was an early advocate of the use of smaller four- or six-bed
bays. In its 1955 publication Studies in the Function and Design of Hospitals, the

63 As Mark Jackson and Martin D. Moore note, “[d]uring the twentieth century it became customary to
mobilise concepts of balance and imbalance to capture the multiple dimensions of human, non-human and
planetary health”: Mark Jackson and Martin D. Moore, “Introduction: Balancing the Self in the Twentieth
Century,” in Balancing the Self, ed. Mark Jackson and Martin D. Moore (Manchester, 2020), 1–30, at 4.

64 “Two Hospitals by a Patient,” The Lancet, 13 November, 1948, 782.
65 “The Patient in His Hospital,” The Lancet, 31 January 1953, 227. In the 1980s, The Lancet continued

to make similar critiques in a new form, through the story of a fictitious patient who goes to the ward
where: “He is the patient in bed number 3 and, deprived of his clothes and his outside identity, he is
now hospital property … He has never slept in a large public room before and he does not like other
people’s noises.” Polly Toynbee, “The Patient and the NHS,” The Lancet, 23 June 1984, 1399.
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Nuffield Trust compared international trends and showed that Scandinavian and
American design (the latter drawing on the former) had been using smaller,
divided wards since the early twentieth century, but that such wards were still
viewed as “experimental” in the 1930s in the United Kingdom.66 The Nuffield
Trust built some experimental ward units themselves, including at Larkfield Hospital
in Greenock. It is notable that their drawings of the scheme, shown in Figure 1, are
from the perspective of the top of a bed, in a four-bed unit where the bed is parallel to
the window. To some extent moving beds parallel to the window was a decision
based on efficient use of space, but it also allowed for patients to see out of a
window and benefit from its light, while being protected from glare. The patient’s
point of view is the focus here, conceptually as well as literally, showing the impor-
tance of the bed to ideas about patient experience in the NHS: this way of seeing,
from the top of a bed, offered an alternative vision of the ward to traditional floor-
plans or even photographs of empty spaces as found elsewhere.

The Nuffield experiment also involved collaboration with a bed designer to make
an adjustable bed more suitable for “modern policies of early ambulation” rather than
older style beds that were “designed to save the nurses from having to stoop when
attending to bedfast patients.”67 Although this ward was not representative of
common practice at the time, it shows how negotiation around the bed, its place-
ment, its design, and the way the patient experienced it and staff interacted with it
were all part of the making of new values in the NHS. Through the lens of the mate-
rial bed, it is difficult to see the reduction of bed numbers as a symbol of “crisis.” The
bed as an object in hospital has its own history, which intersected with political ideas
about what the Welfare State should be and its values, but which also carried older
meanings about the bed as a site of care and therefore as an opportunity for deinsti-
tutionalization. The politics of the material bed were not about numbers or “crisis,”
but rather about values, care, experience, and rights: the material bed was a story of
quality, not quantity.

The goal of creating a hospital bed marked by personalization and care was not
incompatible with the goal of creating a modern bed, suitable for efficient healthcare
work. The co-existence of these ideas was made possible by the longer history of the
hospital bed, with its layering of meaning and symbolism. Between 1952 and 1970,
for example, a group undertaking a training assessment at Thornbury Hospital
devoted space in their regular reports to discussing whether the space, including bed-
steads, was “modern” or not. Cubicle curtains were introduced by 1959, and in 1965
they commented that “although the number of beds was reduced when cubicle cur-
tains were installed, the female wards are still rather crowded … Consideration
should be given to removing one of the 3 beds in the side wards … to facilitate
the nursing care of these ill patients.”68 In 1970, they noted the introduction of
adjustable-height beds. In such reports, high-quality, modern care was actually
linked to a lower number of better-designed beds. The modern hospital needed
modern beds, and the design and materiality of beds—including bedside furniture,
call systems and technologies, and privacy mechanisms—became central to this goal.

66 Nuffield Provincial Hospitals Trust, Studies in the Functions and Design of Hospitals (Oxford, 1955), 4.
67 Nuffield Provincial Hospitals Trust, Studies in the Functions and Design of Hospitals, 26.
68 The National Archives of the UK, “Thornbury Hospital,” DT 33/1326.
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The most famous example of this trend is The King’s Fund bed, which was devel-
oped by the charity after they were approached by the Ministry of Health in 1963 to
develop a standardized hospital bedstead. In 1967, The King’s Fund published a new
specification for the design of a hospital bedstead after an evaluation of the efficiency
of current designs carried out in conjunction with the Industrial Design (Engineering)
Research Unit at London’s Royal College of Art.69 The bed redesign project reflected
Enoch Powell’s concerns about the need to save money and improve labor efficiency,
as standardizing the hospital bed was one possible way to improve nurse productivity
and reduce procurement costs.70 This redesign and standardization of the hospital
bed also reflected another shift in the making of the modern bed: the development
of the idea of the bed as both an aid to medical intervention and a form of
medical technology itself. The King’s Fund bed symbolized what the modern
hospital should be. Its design was grounded in extensive, robust research. It increased
staff efficiency as well as patient comfort. It brought together the humanistic, the
hygienic, and the modern (Figure 2).
This bed was an efficient technology that “cared,” and The King’s Fund also did

surveys of mattresses in 1960–63 that ensured the question of comfort was not for-
gotten.71 As Science and Technology Studies (STS) scholars have long shown, acts of
“care” have often involved entanglements between people and objects. Technologies

Figure 1.—“AWard in the Investigation’s experimental ward unit at Larkfield Hospital, Greenock:
the patient’s view.” Image from Nuffield Provincial Hospitals Trust, Studies in the Functions and
Design of Hospitals (Oxford, 1955), p. 23. Reproduced with kind permission of the Nuffield Trust.

69 The King’s Fund, Design of Hospital Bedsteads: Report of an Enquiry Carried Out by a King’s Fund
Working Party into the Design of Hospital Bedsteads which has Resulted in a Specification of a Bedstead Suitable
for General Purposes (London, 1967); “Hospital Beds: Innovation, Design, Research and Analysis,”
<https://www.kingsfund.org.uk/blog/2015/01/hospital-beds-innovation-design-research-analysis>.

70 See Ghislaine Mary Lawrence, “Hospital Beds by Design: A Socio-historical Account of the ‘King’s
Fund Bed’, 1960–1975” (PhD diss., University of London, 2002).

71 “Plastic Foam Mattresses,” A/KE/I/01/002, London Metropolitan Archives (henceforth LMA).
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have thus never been incompatible with “humanistic” healthcare. Nor, as many com-
mentators on the hospital bed have repeatedly emphasized, could an object on its
own—without interaction, or as part of an assemblage of human and non-human
actors—provide “care.”72 Care in the hospital bed was not only provided by
doctors and nurses, but also by people bringing food and by the laundry workers
who took great pride in their work as part of the healthcare system.73

The King’s Fund bed was not the only such project at this time, which in itself is
significant. Others, such as the Birmingham Regional Hospital Board, were consid-
ering the issue of beds independently in the 1960s through their “endeavour to
prepare a ‘draft specification’ for a hospital bed, to give maximum efficiency in
use, avoid undue nursing fatigue and strain, facilitate normal nursing and bedside
routines, and offer the highest standards of comfort to patients.”74 This, in itself,
shows the importance of the hospital bed as a site for reform and for the articulation
of new healthcare principles. It is significant that these redesigns also came in the
wake of the 1962 Hospital Plan, which promised new hospitals with more efficient

Figure 2.—The King’s Fund hospital bed, Birmingham, England, 1994. ScienceMuseum, London.
Wellcome Image Collection. License: Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY 4.0).

72 For example, see Lisa Lindén and Doris Lydahl, “Care in STS,” Nordic Journal of Science and Technol-
ogy Studies 9, no. 1 (2021): 3–12; Jonathan Metzger, “Spatial Planning and/as Caring for More-than-
Human Place,” Environment and Planning A 46, no. 5 (2014): 1001–11; Annemarie Mol, The Logic of
Care: Health and the Problem of Patient Choice (London, 2008).

73 For example, see “The Halifax Laundry Blues,” BFI Player (1985), <https://player.bfi.org.uk/free/
film/watch-the-halifax-laundry-blues-1985-online>. Thanks to Jennifer Crane for drawing our attention
to this source.

74 “Hospital Bedsteads,” A/KE/I/01/15/066, LMA.
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bed use. The redesign of hospital beds confirmed their role as a tool or technology of
recovery, in which people should theoretically spend as little time as possible. This
built on medical literature from the 1940s and 1950s that had shown that early
ambulation could actually help recovery, with a turn against the idea of a lengthy con-
valescence in bed as the ideal for patients.75 The new NHS bed of the 1960s was
designed to improve efficiency of care and, in theory, to be inhabited for less time,
with greater comfort. The redesign of the hospital bed was a material representation
of these new principles: the aim was not more beds, but better beds. Less time waiting,
whether in a seat at the GP surgery or in the bank, was seen as a key marker of moder-
nity at this time, facilitated by better technology in the post-war period. The hospital
bed was one such technology.76
There is evidence that The King’s Fund bed was further adapted for local environ-

ments, for example, through color. OneDesign Guide on improving hospitals for long-
stay residents noted the potential value of painting beds in bright colors in
1973: “Where an adjustable bed is needed, some models of the King’s Fund bed are
not too clinical in appearance. Hospital beds can sometimes be reduced in height
and their frames painted in bright colours (in non-chip finish).”77 Such comments
were not just about adding some color to furniture for aesthetic purposes, but need
to be understood in relation to the significance of hospital beds as material sites and
symbols of care, a role that grew even more significant from the 1970s as the
limited number of beds became a symbol of NHS crisis in the political sphere. At
this time the material bed was also politicized: repainting was a political act, or at
least can be seen as a response to the political climate. By suggesting painting such
beds in bright colors, the Design Guide built on the principle that the beds symbolized
care and attention rather than institutionalization. The tone of the advice implied that
the limited addition of bright color to selected, meaningful items of hospital furniture
and fittings could be a significant change made at a local level, perhaps even by ward
staff, rather than as part of an integrated interior design scheme. They made such
changes with the needs of patients in mind, although of course the reference to non-
chip paint shows they were still mindful of the practical requirements of the hospital
setting. The bed was, after all, still a material object that needed to be low maintenance
and hygienic alongside symbolizing care: non-chip, wipe-down, brightly colored paint
helped it materially to represent all of these ideas. They were not necessarily in tension,
but rather were carefully negotiated and always in dialogue.
Material changes to the bed also altered patients’ experiences of hospital. Willis,

Goad and Logan suggest that new bed design resulted in changes to hospital archi-
tecture. They also note that the technology “of, for and from the bed” radically “lib-
erated the patient from helplessness and complete reliance on doctors and nurses,”
and that these technologies grew in complexity over the course of the twentieth
century from wheel castors that allowed mobility to fully adjustable beds and
bedside communication devices.78 It did take some time for hospitals to move

75 Rivett, “1948–1957.”
76 Martin D. Moore, “Waiting for the Doctor: Managing Time and Emotion in the British National

Health Service, 1948–80,” Twentieth Century British History 33, no. 2 (2022): 203–29.
77 Jean Symons, CEH Design Guide 1: Improving Existing Hospital Buildings for Long-Stay

Residents (London, 1973), 22.
78 Willis, Goad and Logan, Architecture and the Modern Hospital, 27.
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toward newmodels of bed use. New ward layouts, for example, were hindered by the
slow building program and the old infrastructure of the early NHS. The new King’s
Fund bed was popular but took time to be widely rolled out. In the meantime, there
were informal and localized efforts to improve the experience of the hospital bed,
from attaching curtains for privacy to adding bedside technologies and redesigning
the bedstead and mattress.79

NHS values continued to be negotiated and articulated through the layout and
design of beds, and spaces containing beds, in hospitals. As large district general hos-
pitals started to be built in the 1970s, there were growing concerns that such hospi-
tals were “impersonal” and potentially “dehumanizing.”80 For many patients, the
bed was supposed to be a place of rest and recuperation, and it therefore became a
focal point of complaints about issues such as noise from staff and other patients,
a lack of privacy, and discomfort.81 The “public” bed of mass wards was ideally a
thing of the past, no longer compatible with humanistic, modern healthcare. Over
time, six- or four-bed ward units became commonplace, and the model for some
designers and architects even became the single-bed hospital room.82 Design princi-
ples also sought to empower patients and support their experience, with an emphasis
on the qualitative experience of beds rather than their number. Rather than a large
ward of beds facing away from hospital windows, then, by the late twentieth
century many new hospitals had small bays of beds parallel to windows, or single
beds facing a view.83 This is not to claim that giving patients a view from
windows was an entirely new phenomenon in the NHS; indeed, in many older hos-
pitals, particularly sanatoria, patients had been wheeled in their beds onto balconies
for a change of view and some fresh air. However, there was a shift in design for
patients within wards, and bed positioning increasingly prioritized patients’ experi-
ences over, or at least in combination with, the access needs and convenience of staff.

In general, hospital architecture and design journals published an increasing
number of articles on ward design, color schemes, bed positioning, and more.
Some hospitals contemplated adding features of interest to hospital ceilings, to

79 For example, see “Minidata. Marie Foster Home,” Hospital Development 2, no. 2 (1974): 34.
80 Bates, “‘Humanizing’ Healthcare Environments”; Rivett, “1978–1987.” The architectural history of

hospitals is broadly beyond the scope of this article, but is relevant to ward layouts. On the changing shape
of NHS built environments, see, for example, Alistair Fair, “‘Modernization of Our Hospital System’: The
National Health Service, the Hospital Plan, and the ‘Harness’ Programme, 1962–77,” Twentieth Century
British History 29, no. 4 (2018): 547–75; Jonathan Hughes, “The ‘Matchbox on a Muffin’: The Design of
Hospitals in the Early NHS,” Medical History 44, no. 1 (2000): 21–56; Ed DeVane, “Pilgrim’s Progress:
The Landscape of the NHS Hospital, 1948–70,” Twentieth Century British History 32.4 (2021): 534–52;
David Theodore, “Treating Architectural Research: The Nuffield Trust and the Post-war Hospital,” The
Journal of Architecture 24, no. 7 (2019): 982–98.

81 For example, see “Noise in Hospital,” The Lancet, 2 January 1960, 61; David S. Shovelton, “Reflec-
tions on an Intensive Therapy Unit,” BMJ, 17 March 1979, 737; King Edward’s Hospital Fund for
London, Noise Control in Hospitals: A Report of an Enquiry (London, 1958); King Edward’s Hospital
Fund for London, Noise Control in Hospitals: Report of a Follow-up Enquiry (London, 1960);
M. Dorothy Hinks, The Most Cruel Absence of Care (London, 1974).

82 Rupert Vaughan Hudson, “The Conversion of General Wards into Private Wards,” The Lancet, 9 July
1960, 90–2.

83 For example, at West Suffolk Hospital in 1974 “most of the single and two-bed wards look onto
courts”: William A. Guttridge, “Courtyards in Hospital Planning,” Hospital Development 2, no. 5
(1974), 34.
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reflect the fact that some patients would be resting in a horizontal position, although
in practice most ceilings were left white or off-white in wards to allow for rest; ceiling
artworks were more popular in corridors where patients on beds might be wheeled
through. Where there were concerns about isolation, beds were sometimes built to
be private but with a view of other patients. A report in Hospital Development on
the conversion of a unit for adolescents at St Mary’s in Manchester in 1974, for
example, noted that, “separate rooms were necessary and desirable to provide
privacy both visual and acoustical at an age when embarrassment and awkwardness
are common feelings … When separation was not required, social contact was to be
encouraged … Bed head positions are located to give patients a view out of their
rooms and across to their neighbours.”84 Such careful design, in terms of the material
and sensory history of care, was considered to represent the patient-centered princi-
ples of NHS care: the hotel-like single room also aligned with the idea of the “patient
as consumer” from the 1980s onward.
Over the course of the late twentieth century, new color palettes were introduced to

bedding and bed curtains to try to make hospital wards feel less clinical (Figure 3).
This was particularly important for larger wards, including old Nightingale wards
that could not always be rebuilt, and in shared spaces in newer hospitals and
smaller units. TheWellcome Library, for example, holds brightly colored bed curtains
that were made for St Mary’s Hospital on the Isle of Wight in the late 1980s
(Figure 4). More recently, there have been concerted efforts to improve the design
of bedside lockers, both for hygiene purposes and ease of cleaning, and to enhance
their emotional and aesthetic value for patients.85 Many of these design interventions
were promoted in opposition to the apparently more cold and clinical “modern”
hospital of the early twentieth century, although in practice hospitals had always
used some color in bedding and “homeliness” was a long-standing goal of
hospital design. Overall, by the end of the century the hospital bed was designed
to be a more comfortable experience for patients and for staff, and to be a more
private space.
It can be tempting to tidy some of these trends into a “neat” story of the history of

NHS beds. It would be possible to select vignettes that illustrate a dramatic change
over time in the material and embodied experience of the bed between 1948 and
present, from “the duodenal in the first bed on the left” to the bed as a site of embod-
ied personhood and care. It is, indeed, important to recognize that there were some
material and spatial advances in relation to the hospital bed. Being in quieter rooms,
with fewer beds, more attention given to color and decoration, and better views from
windows were all markers of a better quality experience of the bed even in the context
of declining quantity. Historians of health, bodies, and materiality, however, also rec-
ognize that two experiences of hospitals beds would be just that: two experiences of
hospital beds. No two accounts of the hospital bed can be taken as entirely represen-
tative of their given point in time. Hospitals have always been extremely varied places
that have allowed for a range of encounters between people and beds. It is perhaps
more revealing to look for points of commonality within wide-ranging experiences

84 Joyce Bolchover, “Adolescent Unit: Architects’ Approach and Appraisal,” Hospital Development 2, no.
6 (1974), 10.

85 For example, see “Rototek: Design Bugs Out,” BPF https://www.bpf.co.uk/rotational_moulding/
case_studies/Rototek_Limited_Design_Bugs_Out.aspx.
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of a single hospital. When The King’s Fund did a Patients Satisfaction Survey in
London and Yorkshire in the late 1960s, many patients gave positive feedback
about the beds and bed layouts when explicitly asked about them. For example,
some commented: “The thing I liked best was being in a bedroom of my own”;
“small wards of four beds such as I have been in, are much better than bigger
wards. You have more privacy… at the same time you have company”; “I liked the
privacy behind the curtains which went completely round the bed”; and “my bed
was very comfortable.”86 Others, in the same beds and same environments, were
more critical. For example they complained that: “the sponge pillow becomes hard
and very flat after being in bed for a few days”; “the beds were not comfy”; and
“patients did not seem to have the same contact with the nurses as they did in the
old type large wards.”87 Some patients found single rooms isolating and preferred
a level of interaction with others. Despite this wide variation in experiences of hos-
pital beds in practice, it remains important that the bed as object or inhabited place
was extremely important to staff, patients, and visitors alike. In these conversations,

Figure 3.—Richard Burton, “St Mary’s Hospital, Isle of Wight,” BMJ, 22–29 December 1990,
1423, photograph by Terry Grimwood. All best efforts have been made to contact the copyright
holder.

86 The Kings Fund Patients Satisfaction Analysis, A/KE/I/01/059, LMA. There is no evidence that these
surveys were yet evaluating The King’s Fund bed, as some of the feedback was about mattresses being
“old” and many of the surveys appear to have been done in 1968, only a year after the bed specification
was published.

87 The Kings Fund Patients Satisfaction Analysis, A/KE/I/01/059, LMA.
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most references to the reduced number of beds were positive, and most discussions of
beds focused on issues of quality, comfort, and care rather than on waiting times,
access, and numbers. Even those who found the bed physically uncomfortable
noted staff efforts to make the bed more comfortable, which were in themselves
seen as important acts of care. One patient noted: “For me there was too much
weight in the bedclothes, which was adjusted immediately on request. ‘The staff ’
did everything they could to make it as comfortable as possible.”88 For others,
there was a perceived gain of peace and privacy in rooms with fewer beds, at the
expense of “contact” with nursing staff. These surveys emphasize the wide range
of attitudes to and experiences of beds, but they also underscore the continued asso-
ciation between beds—as a place of rest or lying, as an object in a room, and as a site
of human interaction—and quality of care.
Negative comments about the experience of hospital beds also continued to be

common throughout this period, a point that is itself worthy of note. The fact
that the hospital bed was a focal point of complaints—and features heavily in
people’s memories of the hospital—supports the argument that the bed remained

Figure 4.—Sian Tucker curtains. Wellcome Library, London, ART/IOW/F/1-4. Reproduced with
permission of Sian Tucker and the Isle of Wight NHS Trust.

88 The Kings Fund Patients Satisfaction Analysis, A/KE/I/01/059, LMA.
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a symbol of care, and by extension also a focal point when there was a perceived
absence of care. In one oral history interview, a British interviewee remembers
being in hospital as a child in the 1960s, in a Nightingale Ward with 30 beds
where the nurses “were forever tidying the bed even though you were laying in it
they pulled the covers up. They wouldn’t let you go out of bed to go to the toilet
even though I could walk … We were given breakfast in bed and still weren’t
allowed out of bed.”89 In this context, being trapped in bed for a long time is a neg-
ative memory. Being served “breakfast in bed” and having the bed constantly tidied
was not synonymous with care for a distressed child who felt that they were not
“comforted.” Similar comments were made in The King’s Fund surveys in the
1960s. When asked what they liked least about staying in hospital, for example,
one person responded, “staying in bed” and another wrote “I detest being inactive
and lying in bed.”90 The bed was not a substitute for care—it was supposed to be
the site of care. The perceived absence of care, then, in this scenario becomes con-
flated with the idea of being trapped and helpless in bed.

The bed’s ability to empower patients had its limits. This anxiety about being stuck
in bed was part of a much longer history of the bed’s role in relation to medical pater-
nalism, deference, and rigid clinical hierarchies. In psychiatric settings, bed rest was
designed to calm patients. Lengthy stretches of time spent in bed were infantilizing
and, as Monika Ankele has argued, bed treatment for mentally ill people was
intended to homogenize patients: “Lying in their beds, their blankets pulled up to
their chins, every patient’s external appearance was similar to that of the next.”91
The bed, Ankele suggests, “took on a structuring function within the hospital
space,” orienting doctors and creating a “kind of visible classification of patients.”92
Ankele is actually writing about early twentieth-century Germany, but it is interesting
to note some of the cross-cultural symbolisms around the modern bed and the con-
notations of bed rest. Ankele’s points also ring true for NHS acute hospital settings
where patients could easily be divided into ambulatory and bedridden. Moreover, the
bed facilitated surveillance and control, because healthcare professionals walking
through the ward could see all of the patients lying in their beds. Patients who
were “stuck” in bed were also made vulnerable as they had no choice but to
subject themselves to the medical gaze. For many, however, the hospital bed
remained a symbol of the process of rest, care, and recovery, assuming that patients
did—ultimately—have the opportunity to leave them. The importance of the bed as a
symbol of care, rather than disempowerment, relied on the principle of being bed-
free at some point in the future. The NHS shift to beds that facilitated early ambu-
lation was part of encouraging this association between beds and recovery, rather
than beds and disempowerment, and it was partly—though not always—successful.

89 Unheard Voices: Interviews with Deafened People, “Stephen Beal interviewed by Colin Ellis,” 2009,
C1345/30 © Hearing Link, Part of Hearing Dogs for Deaf People, British Library. Although this inter-
view is for the series about “deafened people,” at the time of this particular memory the interviewee could
still hear the noise in the ward.

90 The Kings Fund Patients Satisfaction Analysis, A/KE/I/01/059, LMA.
91 Monika Ankele, “From a Patient’s Point of View,” in Feeling Dis-ease in Modern History: Experiencing

Medicine and Illness, ed. Rob Boddice and Bettina Hitzer (London, 2022), 245.
92 Ankele, “From a Patient’s Point of View,” 244.
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Many of the features of the material bed outlined up to now were not specific to
the NHS at this time. Ankele shows that the bed played similar material, sensory,
embodied, social and cultural roles in Germany, as has Megan Brien in relation to
Ireland.93 Willis, Goad and Logan’s important work on the different meanings of
modern beds is also not specific to the United Kingdom. This article is not
arguing that the complex layered meanings of the bed were only a feature of the
NHS, but rather that the material bed existed in dialogue with the idea of the
NHS and was an important site of negotiation for what NHS care looked and felt
like in practice. Design features that were international, such as four-bed wards or
adjustable and mobile beds, thus carried a specific meaning in the NHS as part of
the rise of “patient-centered” care and the negotiation of a new, inclusive, democratic
healthcare system. Even the principle of surveying people on their experience of the
bed, a particular feature of the NHS and its charities, was part of the making of
meaning and experience of the bed within this new system.
The bed was, therefore, an important symbol of the NHS and modern healthcare

in both its political and its material form. While these were always interconnected,
they also offer distinct stories with their own chronologies. In particular, the material
bed offers an insight into more personal stories of hospital care and emphasizes the
variety of people who passed through NHS hospital beds; this multiplicity differs
from the more homogenizing numbers found in media stories of “patients,”
“waiting lists,” and “beds.” Material beds were also a fundamentally qualitative
feature of hospitals. As part of making “good” (rather than “efficient”) NHS care,
fewer beds—when carefully designed—could actually be an indicator of a better
hospital experience. Units or wards with fewer beds were hailed in architectural
publications as more “homely” and “comfortable.”94 In 1982, Susan Black wrote
in Hospital Development of the progress in hospital interior design of which beds
played a key part:

Twenty years ago… [patients] found themselves neatly filed in a narrow bed in a drably-
tiled ward (reminiscent of a large public convenience), complete with decidedly
unpleasant curtains and bedspread, dark brown or green courted floor of indeterminate
composition, and a “stack” in the centre bearing weary flowers and curling X-rays.
Today, hospital interior design has taken on a new lease of life.95

Discussions about these kinds of design principles are evident throughout a range of
historical sources from this period, from architecture publications to patients’ letters
and medical journals.96 In many of these sources, there is a sense of progress over the
course of the late twentieth century in the aesthetics of the hospital bed, including
having fewer beds in wards, smaller units, and more “human-scale” hospital build-
ings. This understanding of the hospital bed differs from that more commonly

93 Ankele has published extensively on this topic, most recently in Ankele, “A Patient’s Point of View”;
Brien, “An Interior Perspective.”

94 For example “a single-storey 25-bed unit … is expected to accept its first patients early this year and
will provide a comfortable, cheerful and homely environment”: “Moorgreen Hospital, Southampton:
Continuing Care Unit,” Hospital Development 5, no. 1 (1977), 19.

95 Susan Black, “Interior Design Trends,” Hospital Development 10, no. 1 (1982), 24.
96 This article has already cited examples from medical and architectural journals. For an example of

patients’ views, see Wellcome Trust, Patient Voice 47 (1990): 2, SA/PAT/F/1/16.
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presented in the public sphere where, by the 1980s and 1990s, the bed was a numer-
ical or statistical entity rather than just a material, emotional, and sensory one.

CONCLUSION: THE END OF THE BED?

In 1995, Norman Vetter noted in The Guardian that NHS hospital beds are “disap-
pearing fast and have been doing so for many years … A projection of trends since
1951 indicates that the last NHS bed will vanish in 2014.”97 This prediction has
not quite come to pass, although in 2013, the British Medical Journal published an
article by John Appleby of The King’s Fund entitled “The Hospital Bed: On its
Way Out?” This article noted the long-term decline in hospital bed numbers and
the increasingly “efficient” use of beds, with patients spending less time in hospitals.
The question he poses, to close the piece, is this: “Is the hospital slowly but inexora-
bly on its way out to be replaced perhaps by ‘virtual wards’ and new configurations of
care facilities? Or are we already close to the limit of substitution and technology
development that would allow significant further reductions?”98 Appleby’s questions
are important and timely but focus on the technical side of the hospital bed. Whether
the hospital bed is on its “way out” is, here, framed as a matter of technology and
feasibility, with an implicit assumption that the aim of the modern hospital is for
patients to be in bed for as little time as possible. The future of the hospital bed,
in this model, might be one that is found increasingly online or in the home.
However, as this article has shown, the hospital bed is a vital social, cultural, eco-
nomic, and political symbol. The promise of a hospital bed has come to be synony-
mous with NHS care and with the health of the system as a whole. Over the course of
the health service’s history, the absence of beds often represented not modernity and
efficiency, but “crisis.” The significance of the hospital bed as symbol therefore may
restrict what is possible in terms of NHS reform, not only as a problem of technol-
ogy, but also as one of culture.

This article has outlined two broad ways in which the bed represented the new
NHS in the late twentieth century. The material bed was a way of creating the
“modern” NHS hospital. In this context, the bed was a symbol of both efficient
and high-quality care, and fewer beds were theoretically desirable. For many in hos-
pitals at this time, the goal was to have fewer, better beds, including not only the well-
designed King’s Fund bed, but also beds organized with regard to comfort, views,
and privacy. Layered on top of this vision of the “modern” NHS hospital was a
new political and economic story in which the bed was highly symbolic of scarcity,
cuts, and under-resourcing. The new articulation of bed shortages as a “crisis”
reveals a shift in public rhetoric around hospital beds toward the end of the twentieth
century. The effectiveness of the scarce or absent “hospital bed” as symbol relied on
cross-party popular and political sentiment about the NHS and what it represented
to people, as a national institution worthy of protection.99 Bed numbers, as a marker
of the NHS under threat, could be easily wielded by both sides of the political

97 Norman Vetter, “Society: Prepare for a Ward-free Future,” The Guardian, 4 October 1995, B15.
98 John Appleby, “The Hospital Bed: On its Way Out?”, BMJ, 12 March 2013, 346.
99 Agnes Arnold-Forster and Caitjan Gainty, “To Save the NHSWeNeed to Stop Loving It,”Renewal: a
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spectrum as apparent evidence either of the economic, political, and healthcare fail-
ures of the opposition, or as evidence of their own plans for investment in healthcare
infrastructure.
The scarce or absent hospital bed was to some extent a political and media con-

struction. To claim this is not to deny that there was a numerical loss of beds over
the course of the late twentieth century, nor to deny that such a loss of beds
caused many problems. The purpose of this article is not to assess whether the
decline in hospital bed numbers was a “good” or a “bad” thing, but rather to
show that there have always been many possible narratives about the hospital bed:
politicians, newspapers, doctors—and indeed historians—have always made
choices about which of those narratives are given attention, which has had significant
implications for the way that change over time has been understood. Rather than
“crisis,” the decline in bed numbers might have meant: greater efficiency, fairer dis-
tribution of beds, or an increase in personal “humanistic” care. As Salisbury et al.
argue, waiting—and in our case a lack of beds—“is not simply care’s opposite.”100
In practice, these different stories of the hospital bed are not incompatible.
However, they spoke to different narratives around the NHS and the care it could
provide, and they were used in different ways. Stories of the numerical decline of hos-
pital beds served a valuable political function and spoke to public ideas of “the NHS”
as an abstract idea or institution. The material bed, or the decline of bedrest, as an
indicator of medical progress spoke much more to idea of the NHS hospital as a
site of care. In showing this, it is possible to understand not only the value and
role of the bed as a symbol in modern political and medical history, but also to
start to break down the idea of “the NHS” as a single, unified entity.
These arguments relate to much more than the history of the hospital bed. Here,

we have used the bed as a route into a better understanding of what “the NHS”
means in the public imagination, and to explore the long-term tensions between
on-the-ground healthcare in NHS hospitals and more political and abstract visions
of “the NHS” as a crisis-stricken institution in need of public protection. These
two issues and conceptualizations have of course always been entwined, as political
decisions and public sentiment shape NHS provision and infrastructure. However,
it is important to recognize them also as distinct. By focusing on subjects such as
the economics, politics, or culture of the NHS, historians sometimes start with the
assumption that “the NHS” is an inherently coherent institution. The hospital
bed, which cuts across many different aspects of NHS history, from the material to
the economic, helps to reveal the differences between “the NHS” in public imagina-
tion and some of its more practical and experiential elements. In addition to the spe-
cific arguments made here about NHS history, there is a bigger case to be made about
the ways in which we approach and structure historical studies. Taking one object,
and examining it in a multi-disciplinary way, can open up new historical understand-
ings that bring together different approaches or ways of ordering history.

100 Salisbury et al., “A Waiting Crisis?,” 429.
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